, where they were used to express the £"2-term of an unstable Adams spectral sequence. Subsequently, Bousfield and Curtis ([3], [5] ) showed these unstable Coext groups can be fit into a long exact "EHP sequence", an algebraic analogue of the EHP sequence of homotopy theory.
This appears as Proposition 3.5 below, and is proved by identifying both sides with a "smash product" aAß in CoextA(Sp+q + k+l, Sp+q). (0.1) is an algebraic analogue of a result in homotopy theory; compare Barratt and Hilton [2] . This result leads us to consider the element [a, ß] = Eq~xa ■ Ep+k~xß-Ep~xß • Eq+l~xa in CoextA(Sp+q+k+'-x, Sp+q~x). (0.1) implies that [a,ß] lies in ker E = im P, and in §4 we obtain the formula (0.2) Eq~xa ■ Ep+k-xß-Ep-xß ■ Eq+l~xa = PE (HaKHß) showing how the composition product fails to commute, one suspension below the "stable range". This formula also is an algebraic analogue of a result in homotopy theory; compare Toda [13] and Barratt [1] . In §6 we construct a specific injective resolution of Sp as an unstable .4-comodule. Our construction makes use of the A-algebra ( [3] , [4] , [5] ), and relies on a lemma, Proposition 5.1 below, which tells how the subspaces A(p) C A behave under multiplication. This lemma shows that our resolutions are particularly effective for computing composition pairings. A rule for computing composition pairings is given by Proposition 6.6. These results are then applied to obtain formulas for the Hopf invariant of a composition: see Propositions 3.7, 6.7, and 6.8 below. Our formulas are analogues of results in homotopy theory: compare Hilton [7] . I would like to thank Peter Bousfield for many useful conversations about unstable derived functors.
1. Unstable /i-comodules. In this section we collect elementary facts about unstable ^4-comodules, and complexes of unstable . 4-comodules. We write A = Z2(%x, . By a map of unstable ^4-comodules we will mean a degree-preserving .4-map. Unstable .4-comodules and their maps form an abelian category that we denote M^.
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We remark that our definition of an unstable ,4-comodule is dual to the usual definition [11, p. 27 ] of an unstable module over the Steenrod algebra A*. To see this we need only observe that /(«) C A is the annihilator of the ideal B(n)CA*, where B(n) is the span of all Sq1 with excess (Z) exceeding n. The relationship between J(ri) and B(n) is discussed, for example, in [8] .
We claim that UA has enough injectives. In fact, if N is any graded Z2-module write A ® N = 2~=0 0 (/(«) ® Nn). We regard A ® N as an Acomodule, with structure map ty ® N. (1.1) implies that A ® N is unstable. To any morphism f: M->A®N in M^ we associate a map of graded Z2-modules f: M -*■ N by setting / = (e ® N)f, where e'. A -► Z2 is the counit. Then / is determined by _/; in fact, /'= (A ®f)p. From this remark it follows easily that A ®N is an injective in M^ ; also that UA "has enough injectives". From now on we reserve the term "injective" to denote an MA object of the special form A ®N. We will need some results on extending chain maps and chain homotopies. In the following two lemmas we assume J a complex, and J' C J a subcomplex for which the induced map H*(J') -► H*(J) is an isomorphism. Suppose I is a complex of injectives. We must now define the smash product. Observe that since A is a Hopf algebra, the tensor product over Z2 of a pair of .4-comodules is again an Acomodule. The relation J(n) • /(«') C J(n + n) implies that a tensor product of unstable comodines is itself unstable. (But a tensor product of injectives in tÁA is not injective in M^ !) Definition 1. The proof is straightforward.
2. Suspension and loop functors. In this section we collect information about the suspension and loop functors on M^. The proofs of many of our statements (actually, their duals) can be found scattered through [3] , and [9] ; so. we have often omitted proofs.
Given MEMA define its suspension SM E UA by setting (SM)n+x = Mn (n > 0), (SM)q = 0. The structure map p:SM-*A®SM is inherited from M Clearly S(M®N) = SM®N = M®SN. Observe that the suspension of an injective is not injective! Given ME MA define a map X: M ->M of Z2 modules as follows. If x EM2n+x has odd degree then Xx = 0; if x EM2n has even degree write P(x) = £" ® Xx 4-Jijflf ® y1) where the £ E A are monomials distinct from t", and y1 EM. X halves degree. If M is an injective then X: M-*■ M is onto. We record the obvious:
Lemma 2.1. If \:M-*M is monic and M0 = 0, then M = 0.
Given MEUA define its "loops" ÍW E MA by setting (£2M)" = (ker X)n+1.
The structure map is inherited from M. It is easy to check that SIM is unstable. Í2: UA -*■ MA is a left exact functor; but it is not right exact. Note that SIS is the identity functor. We have further: The proof is easy.
We now prove a sort of converse to Proposition 3.3 which will be needed in §4. Observe that t? ® 7(5*): Sp ® Î(S") -► 7(5P) ® 7(5«) imbeds Sp ® I(S") as a subcomplex of 7(5P) ® 7(5"). Similarly, we regard 1(SP) ®Sq as a subcomplex of 7(SP) ® ï(Sq). 
MJ£ÏÊU J(N) -4» M(SN) "*(a) . M(R) -£* I(P°?Ä).
The next result about Hopf invariants will be needed in §4. Observe (Proposition 2.5) that S2(1)S" = S2"-1. Then ZZ2(S(S27(SP) ®Sîl(Sq))) = 52p+2<7-ij ^ s(£Il(Sp) ®fi7(S*7)) is acyclic in dimensions greater than two. Finally, we anticipate a result of §6. There we will construct for each integer p > 1 a short exact sequence of injective resolutions:
where e is a chain level suspension and « is a chain level Hopf invariant. From (3.1) we obtain immediately a long exact "EHP sequence" for any k > 0:
where P is the connecting morphism. It is identical with the EHP sequences of [3] and [5] . 4 . Noncommutativity of the composition product. Suppose given a E Coextr(Sp+k,Sp),ßECoexts(Sq+',Sq).
Define the "commutator" The diagram (4.4) is the master diagram for this section. Solid arrows represent chain maps which have already been constructed, (i, j are as in §2). All closed circuits formed by solid arrows are, as we shall see, at least homotopy commutative. Dotted arrows represent chain homotopies which will be constructed in the text. But this fact follows from (4.2), our construction of D, and the relation £2/ = e. The proof of Lemma 4.2 has shown more than its statement: we can choose a chain homotopy K(a): Sp+k~x ® LÍS"7) -* SlL(Sp+q) between the two edges of the pentagon, in such a way that the composition K(a) • (Sp+k~l ®rj) is zero. We do this.
A similar argument shows that the upper pentagon in (4.4) is homotopy commutative. We choose a chain homotopy K(ß): L(Sp)®Sq+'~1 -* S2L(Sp+<7) between the maps e • y(Ep-xß) and ÜD ■ j ■ (L(SP) ® £2v>(j3)), in such a way that the composition K(ß) ■ (r? ®Sq+l~x) is zero. K(a), K(ß) have homological degrees r -1, s -1 respectively.
Next (see (4.4)) we observe that the map
is a cycle in the complex Hom This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7, and with it the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5. Some computations with the A-algebra. In this section we present the results of some computations with the A-algebra. These results will be useful in constructing the complexes L(SP), and in deriving formulas for the Hopf invariant of a composition.
Recall from [3] , [4] , [5] that A = 2i>0Sfc>0 ©Ast is a bigraded differential algebra generated by a unit 1 and elements X,-E A¡+ x for each i > 0.
(Note that our definition of the grading is different from that of [3] and [4] , where Xf E A¡.) The relations among the X/s and the definition of the differential dA: A-> A of bidegree (1, 0) are given in [3] , [4] . We write A(p) C See [14] . This mapping respects both product and differential. 
